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2020 marks the 75th Anniversary of the world’s most important and visionary organisation,
the United Nations. Everything TFF has done during its 35 years of existence has been
based on one mission – namely, to promote the UN Charter’s Article 1 which states that
peace shall be brought about by peaceful means.

That is a typical Gandhian inspiration – “the means are the goals in-the-making” – as he
said. You cannot use destructive means to achieve constructive goals.

Regrettably,  one  hears  many  –  thoughtless  –  voices  accusing  “the  UN”  of  being  too
expensive, too bureaucratic, too ineffective, too corrupt, too this and that.

Why must this be seen as an indicator of intellectual poverty?

First,  as  stated  by  its  first  Secretary-General,  Norwegian  Trygve  Lie  –  the  UN  shall  never
become stronger or better than its member states want to it to be. And, sadly, they are
more nationalist than globalist.

Lie’s words are still spot-on correct and mean, simply, that it is the member-states (some
more than others) that behave internationally and in their UN policies in such a manner that
the world organisation and its norms are weakened, its power and role undermined and its
operations marginalized.

Secondly, those who say that the world could just as well close down the “outdated” UN just
don’t consider how small its budget is and how impossible it would be to make the world a
better place with so little funds given the destructive forces that are pitted against the UN
and its norms.

The fact is that the United Nations and its organisations operate on a regular administrative
budget of US$ 3 billion and that the total annual expenditures of all its member agencies
(such as WHO, UNICEF etc) is US$ 50-60 billion. That is 3 per cent of the costs of global
militarism which are US$ 2000 billion annually.

What fires can you prevent or extinguish against militarist pyromaniacs having 30-40 times
more resources at their disposal to start new fires?

Thirdly, whether intended or not, these critics implicitly say: We’d rather have a world run
by the US (and a few others) than by the UN. This is a dangerous way of thinking that totally
undermines international law and the extremely important UN Charter – the most Gandhian
document the world’s governments have ever signed.
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There is no doubt that saving humankind and our common global future goes through the
United Nations and its Charter norms – not as the only change-maker but as the most
central.

Yes,  the  UN needs  reform.  But  as  we  show below,  there  is  a  much  larger  need  for
government  and  peoples  to  reform their  attitudes  and  policies  concerning  the  United
Nations.

As a matter of fact, it’s part of a much larger process of democratizing decision-making
beyond  the  national  and  regional  level  and  begin  to  think  of  global  governance  in
completely new, future-oriented ways.

If and when humankind develops something far better than the UN – then we may switch to
that and close down the UN as we know it today. Not a second before!

And that new institution shall not be located in the member state that has harmed the UN
the most. But until that moment, let’s make the present UN stronger so it can eventually do
what it was intended to: Serve the common good and abolish.

Only “we, the peoples” can do that – from below since “they, the governments” have
consistently violated that tremendously important Article 1!

Below please find 23 proposals for global democracy and a strong UN.(1)

Let us first focus on democracy in relation to the United Nations. It deserves emphasis that
there are many problems pertaining to democracy and the international community.

First, democracy itself is a complicated term, an essentially contested concept.

Second, what to do with the fact that democracy, athough perhaps being the best so far, is
considered  “pseudo”  and  ineffective  and  is  systematically  circumvented  by  a  number  of
power  elites  in  the  Western  world  (and  Japan).

Third, it is Western-biased concept and most often taken to imply only elements such as
multi-party system, equality before the law, free speech, and a set of social institutions such
as parliaments and the free press. Thus, many consider the Soviet Union a dictatorship
because it has one party and the United States a democracy because it has two parties.
India is called the world’s largest democracy while thousands starve to death unnecessarily,
and China in which the people’s basic welfare is satisfied is called authoritarian, or worse.

Fourth, democratization is desirable but how do we avoid, on the one hand, the cultural
imperialism  of  universalizing  a  deeply  Western  definition  and,  on  the  other,  the  cultural
particularism in which any system or dictator is permitted to call a society democratic with
reference to local interpretations?

Fifth, there is no democracy at the international level, no institutions that resemble those of
the nation-states;  therefore,  we will  have to  build  on the only  institution that  can be
reformed in the direction of a multi-cultural democratic institution at the supranational level,
the U.N. But that itself must be democratized and it must come to embody, sooner rather
than later, a democratized world order. It is time to take “we, the peoples” serious and look
into  which  peoples  should  be  given  a  say  in  world  –  and  UN  –  affairs.  The  catchword,  of
course, is popular sovereignty,  i.e., a systematic acknowledgement of the principle that
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sovereignty resides with the people.

Sixth, as pointed out by Gandhi, democracies are based on regress to violence (armies,
state  repression,  prisons,  courts,  capital  punishment  etc.)  to  uphold  its  order.  And all
democracies  with  exceptions  such  as  Costa  Rica,  Iceland and perhaps  a  few more  benefit
from  arms  exports  and  support,  more  often  than  not,  political  interventionism  and
nuclearism.

Seventh,  the  same could  be  said  about  the  attitudes  in  most  democracies  about  the
relationship between society and Nature. The complete, general entanglement of modern
democracies in capitalism entails environmental destruction. It is the democratic world, not
communism or dictatorships, that chop down rain forests and kills species, languages and
“primitive” cultures.

Fortunately, both the environment and the development serve more convincing than any
other problematic as an argument for restructuring existing international  organizations,
creating new ones and changing the meaning of government politics.

This is what eco-politics is about.

Today,  the  United  Nations  is  totally  unable  to  deal  effectively  with  this  civilizational
challenge. The fact that sustainable development is a concept that has come to stay justifies
the establishment of an entirely new organization within the United Nations. The 1992 UN
Conference on Environment and Development in  Brazil  must  deal  effectively  with this  and
like-minded ideas.

After all, the environmental agenda is the only: one that reflects the common interest of all
humankind.

The Transnational  Foundation for  Peace and Future Research,  TFF,  in  Sweden recently
published a TFF Statement entitled A United Nations of the Future. What ‘We, the Peoples’
and Governments Can Do to Help the U.N. Help Ourselves.

In  it,  we suggest  radical  reforms in  peacekeeping,  development  and environment  and
democratization of the U.N. itself and of the world community.

Here follows the 23 proposals relating to the latter:

1. The UN Security Council must undergo reforms and the veto power be restricted.

The  exceptionally  strong  influence  of  the  five  permanent  Security  Council  members  is
incompatible  with  democracy.

The veto power of the permanent members of the Security Council (SC) ought to disappear
or its use restricted to certain areas and situations. Instead of the veto power, the SC could
work  with  a  double  majority  among the  permanent  members  and among the  elected
members. Whatever we prefer, we can no longer ignore the need for, a comprehensive
reform of the Security Council, its membership criteria, and modes of operation.

We believe that a gradual fading away of the veto power is not only desirable but also
possible.  Furthermore,  it  is  important  to  strengthen  the  remunerative,  peaceful  and
democratic powers of the General-Secretary and a new leadership structure as well as the
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General Assembly in the future rather than relying on the negative power of the veto.
Hence:

2. The UN needs a stronger Secretary-General and a new leadership organization.

The provisions for the functions of the Secretary-General (particularly Article 99 and 100)
are,  in fact,  the only concession made in the Charter to supra-nationality.  However,  it
demands  a  super  human  being  to  fulfil  all  the  requirements  of  a  Secretary-General  laid
down in the Charter and practices developed since then, not to speak of the personal
qualities demanded.

Collective  leadership  in  the  top  echelon  is  now  a  necessity.  It  could  consist  of  five:  the
Secretary-General him- or herself, the three deputies – for peace and security, economic
and  social  matters  and  for  administration  and  management.  The  fifth  would  be  a  new
deputy  in  charge  of  relations  with  the  public,  the  non-governmental  and  private  sector.

3. The General Assembly should be invigorated.

Maybe the most important role for the General Assembly (GA) in the future will be to raise
political awareness on global issues. It could sponsor Special Sessions to get the facts and
evaluations as well as the urgency expressed to a wide audience.

The legislative authority of the GA needs to be binding and linked to actions decided upon at
the same time (as well as their financing). It has to be consensus decisions. There need to
be legally binding conventions. The “United Action for Peace” Resolution from November
1950 provided that the General Assembly would meet to recommend collective measures in
situations where the Security Council was unable to deal with a breach of peace or act of
aggression.

4. The UN needs new constituencies.

The United Nations is, in fact, the United Governments. It is beyond doubt that a number of
the governments are “non-peoples organizations” (NPOs) whereas many so-called NGOs
are, in reality, People’s Organizations (PO) but have no access to UN forums.

So, new actors should be brought into the picture in various ways and with guarantees that
they are truly independent of states. We suggest the following categories: a) international
organizations, b) transnational organizations, in which people represent causes or worldwide
issues but not parties or countries, such as various movements and initiatives, c) minorities
and indigenous peoples, d) refugees and displaced persons, e) children and youth and f)
transnational corporations.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/antonio-guterres.jpg
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5. Establish links and consultative processes between all these NGOs and all UN bodies.

Consultative status, direct participation in commissions and agencies, an elaborate system
of hearings throughout the UN system, sounding of analyses and proposals and inviting
statements,  commissioning  fact-finding,  research  etc.  with  these  organizations  –  are  all
measures  that  would  facilitate  such  a  democratization.

Tapping non-governmental resources effectively would lead to a tremendously enriched UN
and would turn the organization into a much more dynamic body perceived by citizens
worldwide to be relevant to them.

6. A Citizens Chamber or Second Assembly must be developed.

We think they should be granted direct decision-making power in the not so distant future.
The often proposed Second Chamber or “parallel structure” is an idea we fully endorse. The
1992 Conference Environment and Development could be a starting point  for  such an
assembly, being formed and growing initially outside but parallel with the General Assembly.
We find it wise to introduce it gradually and to establish first which constituencies it should
have (see a-e above) and how to elect them. And this is the next point:

7. Direct election of UN representatives.

Today,  Ministries  of  Foreign  Affairs  appoint  by  far  the  majority  of  UN  civil  servants.  This
leaves  no  chance  for  citizens  to  influence  who  will  represent  them  –  “We,  the  peoples.”

This creates a sense of distance. However, nothing in the statutes of the United Nations
seems to forbid any member from appointing their representatives by direct election, but
obliging them to do so would hardly be possible today.

For other bodies than the General Assembly such as for agencies and the proposed Second
Chamber of non-governmental actors, citizens should be given the opportunity to vote for
candidates.

8. The United Nations must be “sold” efficiently.

Why  are  totally  unnecessary  products  and  glittering  pseudo  messages  broadcasted
constantly worldwide while an organization such as the United Nations has no commercials,
no educational programs, no campaigns, no reports and no debates and analyses that reach
us?

Most UN documents and even public information materials appear anything but stimulating
to ordinary citizens. Year after year, public information has decreased as a share of the total
budget. We live in the age of electronic communication and the UN must have creative
media competence as well as sufficient funds to reach into our living rooms. There are not
only ample opportunities for using satellite broadcasting, local stations and cable networks
for  global  communication.  We can  also  use  these  new technologies  creatively  for  conflict-
resolution.

And, now, what can the member governments do?

9. Members must integrate UN norms and long-term goals in national decision-making and
give up some of their sovereignty.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/1280px-United_Nations_Flags_-_cropped.jpg
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Obviously, the nation-state as such is losing influence vis-a-vis transnational actors and the
environment. Governments should acknowledge that while they give up some sovereignty
now, they harvest the benefits of cooperation, early solutions to problems and order instead
of chaos later. Taking others into account in new ways is the sine qua non of survival for all.

10. Members should develop true self-defence and new security policies.

Any national moves towards purely defensive military and/or civilian postures and doctrines
would  solve –  automatically  –  a  number  of  serious  problems that  would  otherwise  be
dumped on the Secretary-General or settled through naked force in the battlefield.

It would indeed be illusory to expect the United Nations – armed with an annual budget for
all UN activities of 5/1000 of world military expenditures – to solve the cumulative problems
arising from the fact that practically all member states, to some degree, practice national
defence policies in contradiction with the spirit, if not also the letter, of the United Nations.

11. Members should allow for direct UN service.

Each member,  through national  law-making,  ought  to  make it  possible  for  any citizen
otherwise eligible  for  military  service to  seek recruitment  with  the United Nations,  for
military and civilian peacekeeping, on an equal basis.

12. Members should refer more conflicts to the United Nations.

Recent analyses show that only around 32% of all disputes involving military operations and
fighting have been referred to the UN during the 1980s, the lowest share since 1945.

Imagine that the whole range of ecological conflicts that are developing these years will also
be referred – and you have the perfect argument for transnational management and a
considerable boost in the capacity and budgets of the UN for these types of activities.

13.  Members  should  re-affirm  their  Charter  obligations  and  develop  common-sense
coalitions

This applies particularly to those relating to non-use of force and the peaceful settlement of
disputes, respect for the spirit and letter of the Charter combined with a firm commitment to
make available all kinds of civilian and military peacekeeping forces as well as all expertise
relating to non-violent, peaceful conflict-resolution.

There is a need for a “new, common-sense coalition” consisting mainly of middle size and
non-aligned countries, determined to use the UN machinery effectively. The Soviet Union of
1990, with its new support for the UN, certainly belongs to such a commonsense coalition.
Common  sense  coalitions  will  be  needed  not  only  in  the  field  of  peacemaking  but  also  in
creating genuine, globally sustainable development and ecological security. The UN is no
substitute for governmental action.

14. Expand the budget and share the burden of the future UN budget more equally.

No member should be allowed to exert political pressure within the organization because of
the size of its financial contribution. No member should contribute more than, say, 15% of
its budget. Sharing in relation to size of population and/or GNP may be the easiest, with
compensation for the poorest, i.e., resembling some kind of progressive taxation.
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There is no doubt that the UN, unfortunately, is a huge bureaucracy, but reality is also that it
is  also  pitifully  lacking  funds;  the  entire  staff  of  50,000  is  equivalent  to  1/8  of  all  military
researchers and engineers worldwide or l/3 of the British Railways.

We doubt the bureaucratic problem within the UN is that much worse than in most other
large organizations. Evidently it should be rationalized and better coordinated, and deep
cuts should hit extravagant salaries, per diem and travel costs.

Having said so, the UN will need resources many times what it has today to be an effective
actor in the future world community. It is a shame upon humanity that the UN is constantly
forced to live close to bankruptcy while Hollywood films make multibillion-dollar business.

There are at least two ways in which the United Nations could supplement its budget:
members could earmark a certain percentage of personal incomes and consumption taxes,
and  the  United  Nations  and  its  organizations  could  raise  funds  from  not-for-profit
foundations, private donators, big and small throughout the world. The criteria must, of
course, be that no formal or informal strings be attached.

15. Member parliaments should establish multidisciplinary UN committees.

They  should  be  staffed  with  experts,  politicians,  public  servants  and  representatives  of
movements,  minorities,  refugees,  children  and  youth  and  charged  with  raising  issues,
presenting proposals, holding hearings, etc.

Each such national committee would in various ways monitor all the nation’s policies and
programs for the UN and its agencies and help create a much wider public consciousness on
world affairs.  It  should carry out “global  impact assessments” of  national  decision-making,
preferably in cooperation with UN agencies and regional bodies.

It  could also facilitate better  national  and regional  coordination of  UN activities.  While
governments  often demand “improved coordination”  of  the UN,  they themselves  have
created  a  loose  system  and  often  fail  to  coordinate  their  own  policies  in  different  forums
within the UN system.

16. Set up UN “embassies” in member states with transnationally recruited teams.

They could operate together with the United Nations associations and monitor security,
development  and  environmental  policies  and  actions  and  report  back  to  regional
organizations, UN agencies and central UN bodies on these matters. Naturally, they should
place their advice and analyses at the disposal of governmental, non-governmental groups
and associations as well as explain UN affairs to media.

In other words, they would serve as “go-betweens” in each country, with consultative and
observer status and no more. They would make the presence of the UN and its norm system
felt locally and balance the governments’ representatives to the UN. This is an obvious
solution to the problem of the very low worldwide profile of the UN.

Now is  the best  chance ever!  If  humanity  has a  common future and shares  common
interests at all, one of them certainly is that of using and developing the United Nations and
transform it into a global authority of the future.

Surveys unequivocally show that people worldwide want the UN. Change means struggle.
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Paradoxically, we must cooperate to create that regime of cooperation without which there
will not be a better world for humankind.

The struggles for change at all levels by all actors converge naturally at the United Nations.
The more we help it,  the more we are all  helped by it.  Nations can  make a difference –  if
united!

Hopefully, human energies will be employed to take stock of what we have and, sooner
rather than later, take stock of what we need.

17. We should revise the UN Charter so it gives appropriate attention to environmental
issues.

The Charter does not mention environmental problems or ecological balance at all. Peace is
understood as non-war between governments and not as harmony between Nature and
human beings.

Few would dispute today that the two are intimately linked and that peace with Nature is of
the highest priority.

18. An Environmental Security Council (ESC) must be set up and given very comprehensive
authority and peaceful enforcement capacity.

It will  have to have very extensive non-violent powers but operate in a manner totally
different from the present Security Council. It should deal with all matters related to issues
such as global warming, ozone layer depletion, pollution, waste, ecological assessment (also
of consumerism in rich countries), clean water and air, urbanization, transport systems and
infrastructure. Further it should decide global environmental standards and depletion quotas
of threatened resources and energy sources.

19. A Declaration of Human and Governmental Duties and Obligations.

The  United  Nations,  its  Charter  and  the  Universal  Declaration  of  Human  Rights  are
“anthropocentric.”  The  UN  should  strive  to  establish  a  normative  framework  which
integrates humankind and Nature.

Whether we cherish and care for Nature and its bio-diversity in consideration for human
beings or believe that Nature has rights and values in and of itself, we shall not solve the
environmental problems and learn to live in sustainable ways without a concept of human
duties and obligations vis-a-vis Nature.

It is time that the United Nations, in cooperation with all relevant constituencies, begin the
work  of  drafting  a  “Universal  Declaration  of  Human  and  Governmental  Duties  and
Obligations”.

20. Demilitarization of the common heritage and protection of parts of the earth.

The  ESC  should  cooperate  with  the  SC  in  demilitarizing  the  common  heritage  and
developing  a  global  governance  over  the  parts  of  the  earth  not  now  under  national
sovereign control: outer space, Antarctica and the high seas.

21. The Trusteeship Council could be revitalized.
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Today it is virtually without tasks and could be given authority over the common heritage
areas,  resources and culture.  The modalities for  such a new, much larger role for  the
Trusteeship Council should be investigated and proposals made.

If territories, resources and various objects could, either permanently or for limited periods
be entrusted to the United Nations, it would solve many problems and reduce environmental
damage.

22. UN protection and management of humankind’s most important resources and species.

We think here of resources such as oil, rain forests and resources threatened by depletion
that  could  be  protected  and  managed  by  the  Trusteeship  Council.  Depending  on
circumstances,  the Council  would cooperate with the ESC and perhaps the SC. Setting
depletion  quotas  for  resources  and  reduction  standards  for  threatened  species  should
become the prerogative of the UN system.

23. A UN ecological security monitoring agency and regional eco-security commissions are
needed.

The  first  step  would  be  to  coordinate  already  existing  institutions  worldwide.  For  the  first
time,  the  word  “regional”  would  not  mean  political  or  geographical  but  biological  or
ecological regions. Governments and many other actors would cooperate in new bio- or eco-
regional patterns, often crisscrossing other types of boundaries, and the commissions would
report directly to the Secretary-General.

To summarize it all: the United Nations is … we.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Note

1. What follows from that point in the article was written in 1991 when I served as a visiting professor at
the International Christian University, ICU, in Tokyo. It was published in “Alternatives To World Disorder
In The 1990s” – Educational Series Nr 25, Institute of Asian Cultural Studies.

Over these almost 30 years, world disorder has only increased – particularly since the West chose the
triumphalistic response to the demise of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. And now the US, NATO
and other West is in decline and will fall.

How much better it would have been for the West itself – and the world as a whole – to have worked
instead for the common good and given the UN the power and resources to serve the common good of
all humanity!

Still, we feel that good ideas should never be scrapped just because they are not picked up in the
micro-historic time frame that 30 years are.

There will come a day when the world is looking intensely for good ideas about global governance –
after nationalism and militarism and other constructs of lesser minds have declined too.

Featured image is by edgarwinkler / Pixabay
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